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Abstract: To reduce the reconstruction error of holographic stereogram fabricated by effective
perspective images’ segmentation and mosaicking method (EPISM), a multiple-reference-plane
(MRP) approach is proposed and validated. The reconstruction error for traditional EPISM is
analyzed, and the results indicate that the distortion as well as the blur will be involved for object
points located far away from the reference plane. A new method by introducing multiple reference
planes is proposed, which divides the 3D scene into several parts along its depth direction, and
sets a reference plane for each of the object part. By resynthesizing all the effectively synthetic
perspective images referred to their own reference planes of the object parts, the finally effectively
synthetic perspective image exposed to one holographic elemental by only once exposure is
generated. The optically experimental results demonstrate the validity of the proposed method,
and the reconstruction error of full-parallax holographic stereogram printed by MRP based
EPISM can be reduced evidently while the displayed depth range of 3D scene can be extended,
compared to the traditional EPISM approach.

© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

The holographic stereogram, which combines the merits of both holography and stereogram, is a
promising approach for 3D static display, especially for the printing of hologram and glasses free
3D display [1–5]. The key to this display technology is storing a series of coded 2D perspective
images in small holographic elements, which are called hogels for short. Due to the essence of
holographic stereogram, the amount of the data volume is compressed so significantly that the
sampling for real 3D scene or the rendering for virtual 3D objects can be more economical of
time. Along with the lower time consuming of sampling or rendering, other flexibilities can
also be obtained, such as the reduction of the laser power requirement, the reduced system size,
the extended area of the whole hologram, and so on. The smooth motion parallax also can
be achieved when the super-multiple-viewing (SMV) condition is satisfied [6,7]. The printing
technology of holographic stereogram has become one of the research focuses [8–11], and
the holographic stereograms are also widely applied in many fields, such as artistic, industrial,
military, medical, and so on [12–14].

As far as in 1967, the first holographic stereogram was realized by Pole et al., where a 2D lens
array was used to capture the multiple perspective images, and these perspective images were
recorded into a plate by holography. According to this approach, the virtual stereo images of
the 3D object can be reconstructed [1]. DeBitetto et al. used a rectangular mask as the optical
aperture to expose the perspective images, which could enhance the reconstruction quality of
the holographic stereogram significantly. Based on DeBitetto’s work, the two-step exposure of
holographic stereogram was proposed by King et al. [3], and then the holographic stereogram
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could be illuminated by white light. Based on the methods of DeBitette and King, many efforts
had been contributed on the other improvements of the printing method and reconstruction
quality until 1990s [2,15,16]. However, the digital image processing was still not introduced, the
perspective images used to fabricate holographic stereogram were captured from real objects by
real cameras, thus only the 3D scene existed in real word could be recorded, and the performance
of the reconstructed 3D scene was restricted by the geometrical relationship between the real
object and sampling cameras. In 1991, the concept of Ultragram was proposed by Halle et al.
[4], where an infinite camera was used to capture the 3D real/virtual scene, and the captured
perspective images were further processed by computer to access the pre-distorted images,
therefore, the correspondence between the photographic capture, holographic recording, and
final viewing geometries was decoupled that the additional flexibilities were introduced to the
improvement of the fabrication of holographic stereogram, while the viewing experience was
also enhanced. In 1992, a one-step Lippmann printing method was proposed by Yamaguchi
[5]. Supplemented by the digital image processing, the 3D virtual models can be printed by this
approach, and the reconstructed scene was with the merits of distortionless and full parallax. The
idea of basic pixel swapping or I-S transformations for direct-write digital holography (DWDH)
was proposed by Brotherton-Ratcliffe et al., which can be traced back to as early as 2002 [17–20],
whose core idea is the image transformation from the camera film plane to the spatial light
modulator (SLM) plane, which is usually referred as “I-to-S” transformation. In 2013, Keehoon
Hong et al. proposed a hogel overlapping method for the holographic printer to enhance the
lateral resolution of holographic stereograms [21]. Instead of reducing the size of hogel, the
lateral resolution of holographic stereograms can be enhanced by printing overlapped hogels,
which makes it possible to take advantage of multiplexing property of the volume hologram. In
2015, the point-source method often used in computer generated hologram was introduced into
the printing of holographic stereogram by L. Cao et al. [22]. Based on their method, the depth
cue of the reconstructed 3D scene can be well presented, and the convergence-accommodation
conflict can be eliminated. In 2019, G. Lv et al. proposed a concept of resolution priority
HS by adding a quadratic phase term on the conventional Fourier transform, and a multi-plane
technique as well as multi-exposure technique was used to print the hogel, and the fabricated
holographic stereogram was with high resolution and enhanced depth range [23]. Due to the
excellent performance of straightforward capture of 3D scene and lower computational load, the
hologram stereogram was also put forward for the application of real-time holographic display,
especially with the recent development of updatable holographic recording medium, such as the
updatable photorefractive polymer [24,25].

Recently, our group demonstrated a new printing way of full-parallax holographic stereogram,
which is named as effective perspective images’ segmentation and mosaicking method (EPISM)
[26] and is verified as an effective way for static 3D display because of the less data-intensive
algorithm as well as the one-step printing procedure. The essence of our method is an imitation
of two-step holographic stereogram printing, however, the generation of the master hologram is
implemented virtually by computer. The effective perspective images used to expose the hogels
of the transfer hologram are segmented and mosaicked by the proposed method. According to
EPISM, holographic stereogram with floating-out effect can be fabricated with fewer captured
perspective images as well as only one step holographic exposure, which can reduce the time
consuming and enhance the printing efficiency significantly. However, during the effective
perspective images’ segmentation and mosaicking, the pixel values of some target points are
approximated with that of their adjacent points, and this approximation can result in an inaccuracy
of synthetic perspective images, further affects the reconstruction quality, especially causes the
image distortion and resolution reduction. Some attempts, such as the optimization of the hogel
size as well as the orientation arrangement of the 3D scene [27,28], were used to improve the
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EPISM, despite the quality of optical reconstruction is acceptable but is still not quite satisfactory,
especially for the 3D scene with large depth range.
In this work, to the best of our knowledge, a multiple-reference-plane (MRP) based EPISM

is proposed for the first time, to diminish the reconstruction error and extend the reconstructed
depth range of the holographic stereogram printed by traditional EPISM. The reconstruction error
of the traditional EPISM is analyzed, the principle of the MRP based EPISM is proposed, and
its detailed implementation is introduced. The experimental results demonstrate that the MRP
based EPISM can improved the reconstruction quality of full-parallax holographic stereogram
significantly compared to that of the traditional one.

2. Analysis on the reconstruction error of EPISM

2.1. Brief idea of EPISM

The original intention of our approach is that conventional two-step method printing can be
compressed to one step by proposed EPISM and the resolution of the effectively synthetic
perspective images is high enough, which ensures higher quality of reconstruction. During
this process, a small number of perspective images are used to obtain the effectively synthetic
perspective images with high resolution. In that aspect, EPISM can be understood as a method to
generate dense light-field data from the sparse camera array. The basic idea of EPISM can be
carried out in three steps. The principle of EPISM is illustrated in one dimension for simplicity,
as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, a real pin-hole or an ideal virtual camera array is used to sample
the 3D scene, and the perspective images in full parallax are acquired, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Secondly, the sampled perspective images are further processed using the EPISM to generate
a series of effectively synthetic perspective images, and its core idea is to segment a group of
sampled perspective images to produce the segments of effective perspective images and then tile
these images’ segments together to get the effectively synthetic perspective images. As shown
in Fig. 1(b), the position of the holographic stereogram can be determined according to the
geometrical relationship of the holographic stereogram and the reconstructed 3D scene. Then a
reference plane is set which is also chosen as the central plane of the 3D scene in depth direction.
C1C2 denotes the perspective image sampled by cameram, and point C is the camera position of
captured image C1C2. CCu = CCl is half of the sampling interval. Here the geometrical size for
the left part of the reference plane should be wholly zoomed to match the size of the hologram,
thus the camera sampling interval is a zoomed value. Point O is the central point of the hogeln.
Then the effective scene segment that C1C2 contributes to hogeln can be defined as the image
segment E1E2, which is the intersected image segment between the perspective image C1C2
sampled by cameram and the ray frustrum spanned by point O and the cameram’s placeholder
CuCl. Image segment E1E2 is just the effective image data range dedicated by cameram to hogeln
. If the field of view (FOV) of the hogeln is supposed as θ , in the same way, we can find all the
contributed image segments captured by all the possible camera positions that are included in
the FOV of hogeln, and the completely effectively synthetic perspective image O1O2 used to
expose hogeln can be obtained by mosaicking all these effective image segments together. The
pixels segmentation and mosaicking of the effective perspective image segment, such as E1E2,
can be carried out according the simple trigonometry. During the effective perspective images’
segmentation and mosaicking, a nonlinear pixel mapping is employed and the pixel values of
some target points are approximated with that of their adjacent points [26], which reduces the
number of captured perspective images. Actually, a pseudoscopic image conversion is also added
during the effective perspective images’ segmentation and mosaicking, and then the orthophoto
image can be obtained. Finally, the effectively synthetic perspective image O1O2 is loaded on
a spatial light modulator, such as a LCD panel, and holographically exposed on hogeln (see
Fig. 2(c)). All the hogels can be printed in the same way, and then a complete holographic
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stereogram is fabricated. The detailed principle as well as the algorithm of segmentation and
mosaicking is described in our previous work [26].

Fig. 1. Principal implementation of EPISM. (a) capturing perspective images, (b) segmen-
tation and mosaicking of effective perspective image, (c) exposure of hogel.

Fig. 2. Analysis on the reconstruction error of EPISM

2.2. Analysis on the reconstruction error

A ray tracking approach can be applied to analyze the causes of the reconstruction error in
EPISM. During the reconstruction of 3D scene, each pixel can be considered as a light ray, either
for pixels in the sampled perspective images captured by cameras or for that in the effectively
synthetic perspective images. A pixel on the sampled perspective image means a light ray that
incident into the camera, while a pixel on the effectively synthetic perspective image denotes a
light ray that emits from a hogel when the holographic stereogram is reconstructed.
As shown in Fig. 2, assume that there is a point P1 on the 3D scene which is also located on

the reference plane, and it emits a ray P1C, and then P1C is recorded as pixel P1
′ on the captured

perspective image C1C2. Due to the high resolution of current commercial camera’s CCD, the
quantization error can be neglected so that the pixel P1

′ is then the precise crossed point between
the ray P1C and the reference plane, i.e, P1

′ and P1 are concurrent. After P1
′ is exposed in

hogeln, the object point P1 is reconstructed as point P1
′′, where P1

′′ precisely coincides with the
original object point P1 as well as the pixel P1

′. Thus, it can be thought that all the object points
located on the reference plane can be reconstructed faithfully without reconstruction error.
However, if we consider another point P2 on the 3D scene, which is no longer located on the

reference plane but is on the further side of the 3D scene to the camera. The ray P2C meets O1O2
at point P2

′. Thus, the pixel P2
′ on O1O2 can represent the ray emitted from point P2 on the
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3D scene. Nevertheless, after P2
′ is exposed in hogeln, the reconstructed ray OP2

′ hits the 3D
scene at point P2

′′, where P2
′′ is no longer overlapped with P2. In this situation, it is obvious

that the reconstructed point does not coincide with the original object point which means that a
reconstruction error is introduced.
For the object points that are not located on the reference plane but on the closer side of the

3D scene to the camera, such as point P3, the similar analysis can be operated and the similar
reconstruction error occurs. To investigate this reconstruction error more quantitatively, we
can put the discussion further. As shown in Fig. 3, for simplicity, line OC is supposed to be
perpendicular to both the hologram plane and the camera plane. The camera’s sampling interval
is denoted as ∆c, the distance between the camera plane and the reference plane is denoted as L1
while L2 is the distance between the hologram plane and the reference plane. For an object point
PR located on the further side of the reference plane with distance offset ∆xR, it is distant ∆yR
from the line OC. PR

′ is its recorded pixel on the perspective image. For an actual 3D object, its
surface is always varied smoothly and the FOV of θ is always not too large, then the point PR

′′,
which is the intersected point between the line OPR

′ and the vertical line passing object point PR,
can be seen as the reconstructed point. Therefore, the position offset between PR and PR

′′, ∆vR,
can be taken as the reconstruction error,

∆vR =
L1 + L2

(L1 + ∆xR)L2
∆xR∆yR (1)

Where∆xR<L2,∆yR< L2(L1+∆xR)
2L1(L1+L2)∆c. It is obvious that when∆xR = 0 or∆yR = 0, the reconstruction

is without any error and is precise. For ∆yR = 0, it means that the object locates on line OC,
or stands for the paraxial approximation should be satisfied. For points on the reference
plane (∆xR = 0) or near the reference plane (∆xR ≈ 0), the reconstruction error will also be
neglectable. It also can be seen that the larger either the ∆xR or the ∆yR is, the more significant
the reconstruction error ∆vR will be. Therefore, to reduce the reconstruction error, the object
points should be placed closer to both the optical axis and the reference plane.

Fig. 3. Characteristic of reconstruction error for object points not located on the reference
plane.

Similarly, for an object point PL located on the closer side of the reference plane, as shown in
Fig. 3, the reconstruction error can be presented as

∆vL =
L1 + L2

(L1 − ∆xL)L2
∆xL∆yL (2)
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Where ∆xL<L1,∆yL< L2(L1+∆xL)
2L1(L1+L2)∆c. From Eq. (1) the similar conclusion can be yielded for the

characteristics of reconstruction error. From Fig. 3, it should be noticed that the reconstructed
points behind the reference plane (see point PR

′′) is closer to the optical axis than their original
objects, which means that the part of the reconstructed 3D scene behind the reference plane will
emerge a shrunken effect. Correspondingly, there exists an expanded effect for the part of the
reconstructed 3D scene before the reference plane. These shrunken/expanded distortion effects
result in the reconstruction error and degrade the visual quality of the holographic stereogram. It
also should be pointed out that, even when there are two object points located at the mirrored
position corresponding to the reference plane, i.e., ∆xL = ∆xR = ∆x,∆yL = ∆yR = ∆y, the
absolute values of their reconstruction errors are still not equal, and we have

∆vR
∆vL
=

L1 = ∆x
L1 + ∆x

<1 (3)

which demonstrates that magnitude of the shrunken effect before the reference plane is more
serious than that of the expanded effect after the reference plane. It is worth mentioning that if
the camera interval is small enough, the effectively synthetic perspective images can be obtained
relatively accurate no matter how much the position offset of the point of the 3D object is. As
shown in Fig. 3, if the camera’s sampling interval ∆c trends to 0, the available object points
volume degenerates into the line OC from the triangular area. Hence, the reconstruction error
∆vR no longer exists regardless of how much ∆xR and ∆yR are.
An example is exemplified as shown in Fig. 4. The typical parameters are used as L1 = L2 =

175 mm, ∆c = 5 mm, ∆c � (L1 + L2) is because that a sampling with intensive viewing points
is applied which can eliminate the angular view hopping. The right part of the plot gives the
reconstruction errors of the object points that not located on the reference plane but are on the
further side to the camera (or the closer side to the hologram), while the left one give that of the
object points located on the closer side to the camera (or the further side to the hologram). It can
be seen that a star shaped object positioned near the reference plane and the optical axis will have
less reconstruction error. The farther the object point located away from the reference plane and
the optical axis, the larger the reconstruction error will be. The results also indicate that points on
the expanded area suffer relatively more serious distortion than the points on the shrunken area.

Fig. 4. Numerical example of the reconstruction error. L1 = L2 = 175 mm, ∆c = 5 mm,
and OC⊥CuCl.

According to the analysis, the reconstruction error is not resulted from the capturing process
of the 3D scene, but the physical nature of the method. The lower angular sampling frequency
along with the pixel mapping for the resynthesizing of effective perspective images are the major
sources of the EPISM’s reconstruction error. The above analysis is just for the reconstruction
error of one hogel. Additionally, the 3D information of an object point may not be recorded in
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only one hogel but in several different adjacent hogels, and the reconstruction error for each hogel
is not the same. Thus, the visual reconstructed points for a specific object point are not overlapped
together but form a points cluster, which is presented as the image blur macroscopically when
perceiving the holographic stereogram. These distortions and blurs combine together, and result
in a degradation of the reconstruction quality. In fact, some assumptions made during the above
formulation are not always true. For example, the line OC is not always perpendicular to the
hologram plane, and the object’s surface may vary very severely but not smoothly, this makes
the analysis would be more complicated and difficult. However, the above conclusions will also
work, and the trends of the reconstruction errors will also be true.

2.3. Improving EPISM with multiple reference plane

According to the analysis above, all the points that located on the reference plane are without
reconstruction error, and the object points closer to the reference plane are with smaller
reconstruction error. Thus, a criterion for the setting of the reference plane is to choose a plane to
make as many object points closer or on this plane as possible. The depth central plane is often
chosen as the reference plane. However, for a real 3D object with certain depth, it is impossible to
make all the points be close the reference plane. Therefore, the reconstruction error is inevitable
for the EPISM based holographic stereogram, especially when the depth range of the 3D scene
is large enough. However, if we can divide the 3D object into several different parts along
its depth direction, and set a reference plane for each part to perform the perspective images’
sampling as well as the effective perspective images’ segmentation and mosaicking, then some
effective perspective images can be obtained for these reference planes. After resynthesizing these
MRPs based effective perspective images, the final effectively synthetic perspective image can be
obtained to expose the hogel. Since the 3D object is divided into some different small-depth
parts and each part has its own reference plane, all the object points will have a relatively small
distance offset from their own reference plane, then the reconstruction error can be reduced. The
reference plane for each small-depth part can be chosen as its own depth central plane. It can be
understood that, the essence of the MRP based EPISM is to divide the 3D scene into several
parts along the depth direction, and each part is processed by EPISM with its own reference
plane, which is equivalent to the decreasing of 3D scene’s depth. Obviously, employing the
MRP approach, the error caused by the position offset in EPISM can be reduced. The schematic
design of the MRP based EPISM is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Principle of the MRP based EPISM. RP: reference plane, ESPI: effectively synthetic
perspective image.

The key problem to perform the MRP based EPISM is how to resynthesize these MRP based
effective perspective images. Since the 3D scene is divided into some different parts along the
depth direction, during the reconstruction, the part that near the hologram (i.e., the part that has
larger depth to the camera, named as the nearer part) should be occluded by the part that far away
from the hologram (i.e., the part that has smaller depth to the camera, named as the farther part).
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Therefore, to implement this occluding, some certain pixels on the effective perspective images
of the nearer part should be overlapped by that of the farther part. For simplicity, here we take
a 3D scene with two reference planes as an example, see Fig. 6. The reference plane near the
hologram is denoted as RPnear while the farther one is denoted as RPfar, corresponded to the 3D
scene’s parts of partnear (the crying face) and partfar (the smiling face), respectively. For a certain
hogel, suppose the effectively synthetic perspective image of partfar referred to RPfar is Ifar(i,j)
where i and j are the pixels’ indexes, then we can generate a binary foreground mask M(I,j),
on which the pixels with scene’s information are set as opaque while the other pixels are set as
totally transparent. In practice, the 3DStudio MAX and MATLAB 2016a are used to generated
the effectively synthetic perspective image, and the format PNG image with alpha channel is
employed. Alpha channel’s value of 0 stands for total transparency while that of 255 is totally
opaque, thus we have

M(i, j) =


0, Ifar(i, j)alpha = 255

1, Ifar(i, j)alpha = 0

Fig. 6. Implementation of the MRP based EPISM

The binary foreground maskM(i, j) multiplies the Inear(i, j) which is the effectively synthetic
perspective image of partnear referred to RPnear, and adds the foreground data on Ifar(i, j) to yield
to the MRP based effective perspective image IMRP(i, j)

IMRP(i, j) = M(i, j) × Inear(i, j) + [1 −M(i, j)] × Ifar(i, j) (4)

where the sign × denotes the operation of multiplying point wise. M(i, j)× Inear(i, j) represents the
effectively synthetic perspective image occluded by Ifar(i, j), and Eq. (4) means that the pixels on
Inear(i, j) occluded by Ifar(i, j) are replaced by the corresponding pixels on Ifar(i, j) to resynthesize
the final MRP based effectively synthetic perspective image IMRP(i, j).

Generally, for a 3D scene with large depth, it can be divided into much more parts, supposed as
n parts of part 1, part 2, . . . part n, along its depth direction, and the reference plane can be set as
RPk (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) placed at the center depth of each part. The effectively synthetic perspective
image referred to RPk of part k is then obtained as Ik(i, j). Then the resynthesizing algorithm
can be expressed as following iterative steps: (i) using I1(i, j) and I2(i, j) to replace Ifar(i, j) and
Inear(i, j) respectively, and the binary foreground mask isM1,2(i, j) which can be generated from
Eq. (3), and then yields to a resynthesized effectively perspective image I1→2(i, j) according
to Eq. (4) for part 1 and part 2. (ii) using I1→2(i, j) and I3(i, j) to replace Ifar(i, j) and Inear(i, j)
again, andM1→2,3(i, j) is binary foreground mask between I17→2(i, j) and I3(i, j), and yields to a
resynthesized effectively perspective image I1→3(i, j) for part 1, part 2 and part 3. (iii) repeating
the process of (ii) for the rest parts of part 4, part 5, . . . , and part n, we can finally get the MRP
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based effectively synthetic perspective image IMRP(i, j) as the following iterative form,

I1→2(i, j) = M1,2(i, j) × I2(i, j) + [1 −M1,2(i, j)] × I1(i, j)

I1→3(i, j) = M1→2,3(i, j) × I3(i, j) + [1 −M1→2,3(i, j)] × I1→2(i, j)

...

I1→k(i, j) = M1→(k−1),k(i, j) × Ik(i, j) + [1 −M1→(k−1),k(i, j)] × I1→(k−1)(i, j)
...

IMRP(i, j) = M1→(n−1),n(i, j) × In(i, j) + [1 −M1→(n−1),n(i, j)] × I1→(n−1)(i, j)

(5)

where I1→2(k−1)(i, j)(3 ≤ k ≤ n) is the resynthesized effectively perspective image for part 1, part
2, . . . , and part (k − 1), andM1→(k−1),k is the binary foreground mask between I1→(k−1)(i, j) and
Ik(i, j).

Figure 7 depicts the geometrical configuration of a sampling example along with the generated
effectively synthetic perspective images. As shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), a magic-like disjointed
virtual 3D object is chosen as the 3D scene, and is tilted 20° to exhibit a better stereoscopic effect.
It is divided into three parts and each part has a reference plane, and the sampling is implemented
by a virtual camera array. After capturing the full-parallax perspective images, the EPISM as
well as the MRP based EPISM is performed. Figure 7(c)–7(e) show the generated effectively
synthetic perspective images based on EPISM with single reference plane RP1, RP2, and RP3
respectively. It is obvious that the pixel blocks on or near the reference plane have no or little
distortion, while the pixel blocks referred to the object’s part far away from the reference plane
have distinct distortions, as shown within the dot-circles. It also can be seen that the distortions
become more serious when the object’s part locates farther away from the reference plane. The
resynthesized effectively synthetic perspective image based on multiple reference plane (RP1,
RP2, and RP3) is shown in Fig. 7(f). Compared to the single reference plane EPISM, it is obvious

Fig. 7. (a) configuration of the sampling, (b) geometrical parameters for the generation of
effectively synthetic perspective images, (c)–(e) the generated effectively synthetic perspective
image based on EPISM with single reference plane RP1, RP2, and RP3 respectively, (f) the
effectively synthetic perspective image generated by MRP based EPISM.
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that the distortions have been eliminated remarkably, and the deformation as well as the serration
is only slightly exhibited around the object’s part that located away from its sub reference plane.
Mosaic images exist tiny crack when the pixels on Inear(i, j) occluded by Ifar(i, j) are replaced by
the corresponding pixels on Ifar(i, j) to resynthesize the final MRP based effectively synthetic
perspective image IMRP(i, j). There are some mosaic cracks existed which are resulted from the
resynthesis process, however, these mosaic cracks are tiny and difficult to perceive unless the
number of the MRP is large enough. An appropriate image evaluation criterion for the effect of
mosaic crack caused by MPRs on the quality of reconstructed images remains unknown. The
methods resynthesized these MRPs based effective perspective images to eliminate mosaic crack
are the next work we plan to do.

3. Experiments and discussions

The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 8. A continuous wave 400 mW 639 nm single-
longitudinal-mode linearly polarized solid-state laser (model CNIMSL-FN-639 @CNI) is
employed as the laser source. The laser output is modulated by a mechatronic shutter (model
SSH-C2B @Sigma Koki) to control the exposure time. A λ/2 wave plate and a polarization-
dependent beam splitter are used to split the input laser into the object arm and the reference arm.
By rotating the λ/2 before the beam splitter, the power ratio between the object beam and the
reference beam also can be adjusted. Another λ/2 wave plate is inserted to the object beam to
rotate the polarization direction of the object beam as the same as that of the reference beam.
The 40× objective lens is used to expand the object beam to illuminate the LCD. An adapted
LCD panel (model VVX09F035M20 @Panasonic) is used as the spatial light modulator to load
and project the effectively synthetic perspective images. The LCD is 8.9inch and has the pixels
of 1920×1200, corresponding to a pixel pitch of 0.1mm. The LCD’s background light as well
as the polarizer is removed, and only the diffusor is retained. After passing through the LCD,
the object beam is projected onto the silver halide plate which is placed 17.5 cm away from the
LCD panel and is with the photosensitivity of ∆E =1250 µJ/cm2 @639nm. A 5 mm × 5 mm
square aperture is positioned before the silver halide plate to block the unexpected object light.
An attenuator is inserted to the reference arm to adjust the power of the reference beam, and then
adjust the power ratio of object/reference. A spatial filter comprised of a 40× objective and a 15
µm pinhole is used to filter out the higher spatial frequency. A collimating lens with f=150 is
place behind the spatial filter to collimate the reference beam as planar wave, and its focus point
is coincided with the pinhole. The reference beam interferences with the object beam at an angle
around 30°. Another 5 mm × 5 mm square aperture is used to block the unexpected reference
light, whose aperture is precisely aligned to the aperture of the opposite one, and the silver halide
plate is sandwiched by these two apertures, and then the hogel size is equal to the size of the
aperture, i.e., 5 mm × 5 mm. The silver halide plate is installed on a two dimensional x − y linear
track (model KSA300 @Zolix) to move the holographic plate to the position of the next hogel
after the exposure of the former one is finished. A time-synchronization system is developed to
synchronize the shutter, the LCD, and the motion of the holographic plate.
To verify the principle of the MRP based EPISM, a simple virtual 3D model including two

surfaces, a crying face nearer to the hologram plane and a smiling face farther away from the
hologram plane, is used as the 3D object. The geometrical relationship is shown in Fig. 9(a). For
the traditional EPISM using single reference plane, the central depth plane RP0 is used as the
reference plane. 3DStudio MAX is applied to render the perspective images. The distance from
camera plane to RP0 is 175 mm and the camera’s sampling interval ∆c is 5 mm. Then 55×55
perspective images are obtained with the resolution of each 1000×1000. These perspective
images are resynthesized to generate the effectively synthetic perspective image based on EPISM
with single reference plane RP0. The number of effectively synthetic perspective image is 16×16
and the resolution is 1000×1000. The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 9(b) and 9(c),

~_^
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Fig. 8. Experiment setup of the printing of full-parallax holographic stereogram using the
MRP based EPISM.

where the image in Fig. 9(b) is focused on the smiling face, while Fig. 9(c) is focused on the
crying face. It can be seen that the reconstructed 3D scene has a remarkable distortion and blur
on either RP1 or RP2, especially for the serrated discontinuities that aroused at the edge area of
the 3D object. In other words, all the object points located out of the single reference plane RP0
are not reconstructed exactly.

Fig. 9. (a) Geometrical configuration for the validation, (b) and (c) are reconstructed images
focused on the smiling face and crying face with traditional EPISM respectively, and (d) and
(e) are reconstructed images focused on the smiling face and crying face with MRP based
EPISM respectively.

For the MRP based EPISM, the two planes RP1 and RP2 are used as the multiple reference
planes (see Fig. 9(a)). The sampling parameters are the same as the former and two groups of
perspective images are obtained. The number of perspective images in each group are both 55×55
and the resolution of all perspective images is 1000×1000. Finally, the effectively synthetic
perspective images with the same number and resolution are generated compared with the
traditional EPISM. The reconstructed images focused on RP1 and RP2 are shown in Fig. 9(d) and
9(e), respectively. Obviously, the sharply, clearly and smoothly reconstructed images on different
planes can be realized, and the serrated discontinuities occurred at the edge area are eliminated
and replaced with smooth and continuous edges, which implies that the holographic stereogram
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printed by the MRP based EPISM has a relatively better reconstruction quality, especially with
less distortions and blurs for large-depth 3D scene. Thus, the experimental results demonstrate
the validity of the MRP based EPISM.

Furthermore, the magic-like disjointed virtual 3D object described in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) is used
as a relatively complicated 3D scene to exhibit the potential of MRP based EPISM. The plane
RP2 is selected as the reference plane of the traditional EPISM, and the geometrical configuration
between the camera plane and the 3D object is shown in Fig. 7(b). The camera’s sampling
interval ∆c is 5 mm. The number of each perspective images is 55×55 and the resolution of each
perspective images is 1000×1000. The number of effectively synthetic perspective images is
16×16 and its resolution is 1000×1000. The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 10(a) focused
on the part 2 and Fig. 10(b) focused on the part 1. For comparison, the three planes RP1, RP2 and
RP3 are chosen as the multiple reference planes to execute the MRP based EPISM. The sampling
parameters are the same as the former. The MPR based EPISM is implemented on a MATLAB
2016a platform. A general computer equipped with windows 10 and Inter(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2620 v4 is applied for the calculation. Memory usage in algorithm running is about 5.9GB for
the traditional EPISM or the proposed one. The time consume for the generation of an effectively
synthetic perspective images is about 0.5s for the MRP based EPISM, which is about four times
as much as the traditional one. Reduction of the resolution of the perspective images can improve
the computational efficiency. For example, if the resolution of perspective images is decreased
to 800×800 and keep the number of them, the time cost to produce an image for the MRP is
reduced to 0.3s, which is still about four times as that of the single reference plane. Figure 10(c)
and Fig. 10(d) show the reconstructed images focused on part 2 and part 1 respectively. For
the object points located around RP2, i.e. the points on part 2, their reconstructed images have
a similar definition for both the traditional EPISM and the MRP based EPISM, as shown in
Fig. 10(a) and 10(c). However, for the object points located on part 1, their reconstructions
appear relatively significant distortions and blurs under the traditional EPISM (see Fig. 10(b))
since they are located far away from the single reference plane RP2, while the MRP based EPISM
gives a well reconstructed result (see Fig. 10(d)) because there is a sub reference plane of RP1
that is placed crossing part 1. To show the well-presented 3D stereo effect, the reconstructed
perspective images captured at nine different angles of view are arranged in Fig. 11(a)–11(i),
from which we can see that the full-parallax reconstruction is achieved along with clear and
distortionless reconstruction quality within the depth range of the 3D scene. Therefore, the
MRP approach can be used to reduce the reconstruction error of EPISM based full-parallax
holographic stereogram, especially when the 3D scene’s depth range is large. In other words, the
MRP based EPISM is also an efficient way to extend the reconstructed depth range of 3D scene
along with well reconstructed quality, as long as one can divide the 3D scene into more parts
and select more reference planes. It should be pointed out that, according to the discussions in
Sec. 2.2, though the reconstruction error will be reduced more significantly if more reference
planes are employed, however, which corresponds to a more complicated resynthesizing of the
MRP based effectively synthetic perspective image IMRP(i, j), and results in an additional time
consuming. Therefore, the appropriate number of reference planes should be determined to
achieve a compromise between the time cost and the reconstruction quality.

Compared with the typical method of depth-image-based rendering (depth-IBR) [29–31], the
proposed MRP based EPISM does not need the interpolation to obtain non-existent light field
information relatively accurately from adjacent light when depth information of 3D objects is
known. The effectively synthetic perspective images can be generated from the perspective
images directly through a pixel mapping process [26], thus the algorithm complexity is relatively
low. However, since the light field information along with depth information are used in the
depth-IBR method, especially when assisted by the CNN [32], the accuracy of the reconstrued
3D scene may be much higher for depth-IBR, which is especially beneficial to the acquisition of
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Fig. 10. Reconstructed images focused on part 2 (a) and part 1 (b) with traditional EPISM,
and focused on part 2 (c) and part 1 (d) with MRP based EPISM.

Fig. 11. (a)–(i) are the reconstructed perspective images perceived at nine different angles
of view.

the dense light-field data of real 3D scene from sparse camera array. Meanwhile, its principle is
also direct and can be apprehended intuitively. Of course, if the 3D data is already acquired or
the 3D scene is a virtual 3D model, the proposed method is still available, although it seems that
the solution is some roundabout since we can accurately generate the light-rays from the 3D data.
However, because of the simple implementation as well as the relatively low time consuming,
this method may have potential applications in the holographic stereogram based real-time 3D
display [24,25] when the 3D data is easy to obtain. Furthermore, if we don’t have 3D data or the
3D data is difficult to acquire, the capturing perspective images as well as the pixel depth data
can be obtained by RGB-D camera directly. Thus, the effectively synthetic perspective image can
be generated simply by our method without further three-dimensional reconstruction. The pixels
in the captured perspective images can be classified into different groups according to the depth
data and then the MRPs with identical interval can be set and the MRP based perspective images
can be obtained.
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4. Conclusion

In this work, we analyze the reconstruction error of EPISM based full-parallax holographic
stereogram, and provide a multiple-reference-plane approach to reduce the reconstruction error
and enhance the reconstruction quality. The core idea is to divided the 3D scene into several
parts, and sets independent reference plane for each of the object part. Referred to its own
reference plane, the effectively synthetic perspective image can be generated for each object
part using the traditional EPISM. According the proposed MRP based algorithm, the finally
effectively synthetic perspective image required to expose the hogel can be resynthesized. Both
theoretical and experimental results demonstrate the potential of reconstruction error reduction
and reconstruction quality enhancement by employing the proposed MRP based EPISM. This
approach is especially appropriate to fabricate the resolution-priority full-parallax holographic
stereogram of 3D scene with large depth size. Simple reference plane setting with identical
interval ignores the geometric distribution of the object. This leads to the failure of taking better
care of the reconstruction overall. Hence, the optimization of the number and the positions of
multiple reference planes as well as some other issues is the work which will be investigated in
the future.
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